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Background 1/3
The CWP is a forum and mechanism, functional since 1960, to streamline statistical
activities among the relevant RFBs and create standard concepts, definitions,
classifications and methodologies for the collection and collation of fishery and
aquaculture statistics.
CWP work demonstrated its usefulness at first decades for the fisheries statistics
producers and users, for instance, the STATLANT reporting system of questionnaires
based on the CWP international classification system (e.g. ISSCFG, ISSCFV)
 In recent years, under numerous policy demands more international statistical
organizations were established and initiated the restructure and statistical production
process.
 More data is available under increasing requirement of producing statistics led to
multi-reporting for many countries.
CWP

Background 2/3
The incessant increase of diversification of information systems among fisheries
institutions produced various definitions, concepts, coding systems and dissemination
structures.
 Since 2015, CWP parties expressed interest to get CWP to its essential mission of
harmonization and standardization.
 There was an emphasize on the need to structure and harmonize reference data to
to enable identification and interoperability of data sets across different
organizations’ databases.
 CWP established in 2017 TG on reference data harmonization and in the CWP 26th
session in 2019, endorsed CWP standard for reference harmonization and its three
data structures: global capture; catch; catch and effort.
CWP

Background 2/3
The CWP 26th session also endorsed the work extension of the CWP standard for
Reference Harmonization through a second phase and established the ad-hoc Task
Group on Reference Harmonization (TG-RH2).
 Due to the interest raised about some concepts and the diversity of definitions to be
harmonized, the session also established three ad-hoc task groups to focus on effort,
catch concepts and data confidentiality.
 TG-RH2 was tasked to:

• Provide guidelines for data producers and users on the implementation of the CWP
standard for reference harmonization to fulfil the most typical scenarios in various
contexts.
• Develop, pilot and present demo of the CWP catalogue.
• Develop coding system for water jurisdiction areas, territorial Seas and inland waters
• Present final versions for endorsement at the CWP-27 session
CWP

In global context 1/3

1. Relevance, impartiality and equal access
2. Professional standards and ethics
3. Accountability and transparency
4. Prevention of misuse
5. Sources of official statistics
6. Confidentiality
7. Legislation
8. National coordination
9. Use of international standards
10. Bilateral and multilateral cooperation
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In global context 2/3
4) “Concepts, definitions, classifications, sources,
methods and procedures employed in the production
of international statistics are chosen to meet
professional scientific standards and are made
transparent for the users”

“9) Coordination of international statistical
programmes is essential to strengthen the
quality, coherence and governance and
avoiding duplication of work”
United Nations World Data Forum (Bern, Oct 2021)
objective:
• To address the changing needs of data producers and
data users in the context of new interdependencies and
collaboration frameworks across data ecosystem.
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In global context 3/3

• In global context, central banks worldwide mostly exchange and share data, statistics with
the IMF and the BIS and also with OECD, the World Bank and the United Nations (UNSD).
European countries with Eurostat and OECD.
• Concepts, harmonized definitions, Data Structures were established, eg Balance of
Payments (BoP), Sectoral National Accounts (SNA), Foreign Direct Investment – to
exchange data in a harmonized and interoperable way to ease the reporting burden to
international organizations. This was wrapped based on the SDMX standard (Statistical
Data and Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange).

• In fisheries world, FAO, ICES, Eurostat had initiative for global DSD of catch statistics in SDMX.
• NEAFC, ICCAT, GFCM, NAFO are/will using UN/CEFACT FLUX (Fisheries Language for
Universal eXchange) and underlying standard concepts and classifications to
exchange/receive data
• Outputs of the CWP reference harmonization will be communicated to he UN/FLUX Team
of Specialists to be up taken in mainstream considerations by users of UN/FLUX.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE IMPLEMENTATION
GUIDELINES

CWP

Implementation guidelines Scope and objectives (CWP-IS/2021/3)
• The guidelines put forward the rules and specifications to be followed when implementing
the CWP standard for reference harmonization in various contexts; national, regional and
global.
• The scope is the three data structures endorsed by the CWP 26th to be used for data
collection, dissemination and exchange by statistics producers and custodians.
• The guidelines could be used when setting up new data collection system or in
conjunction with data sharing agreement or any other formal agreement that exist
between the partners (such as FLUX).
Audience: staff responsible for producing statistics at national, regional and CWP
members’ levels who wish to share and / or process data created according to the
specification of the CWP standard for reference harmonization
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Use cases:
 Regional database of the Fisheries Committee for the West Central Gulf of Guinea (FCWC), which has
been recently developed to collate and maintain catch and effort statistics at fishing units' level of six countries in
the region.

 Global Atlas of Tuna and Tuna-like species (FIRMS Tuna Atlas), that compiles catch and effort statistics from
five CWP members responsible of tuna fisheries, namely: CCSBT, IATTC, ICCAT, IOTC and WCPFC (and SPC).

 Data Collection Reference Framework (DCRF) of the Western Central Atlantic Fishery Commission
(WECAFC), including main themes of data collection (tasks) and definition of variables.
 Regional Commission for Fisheries (RECOFI) database, which is being designed to collate catch and effort
statistics of eight members of the Commission.

 General Fisheries Commission for the Mediterranean (GFCM), with focus on Lebanon
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Implementation guidelines Levels of implementation
The implementation guidelines set out a framework:
At schematic (structure), a sequence of steps, to build a Data Structure Definition that
fulfil the needs including particularities.
At the semantic level, best practices to implement a flat (denormalized or row-focused)
data structure that is human, then machine-readable

1- at Schematic/Structure
and concept
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Specify
needs and
objectives

Identify
concepts

• identify scope or domain of the data collection and statistical needs
• consider confidentiality related legal frameworks (referring to TGworkflow)
• select the statistical concepts to be used (Annex 3)
• add “local” concepts to cater requirement for the data exchange (e.g.
adding the concepts “fishing ground”, “sampling area”, “fishing unit”).
• handle variants and levels of granularity within or “under” classification

• define the sequence of dimensions in the data structure
Design and • designed in partnership with other interested bodies, or they will be
define data
disseminated by another organization
structure
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CONCEPT
ADMINISTRATIVE/
POLITICAL ENTITY *
COUNTRY
FISHING FLEET

FLAG ENTITY
GEOGRAPHIC AREA
/FISHING AREA *

DEFINITION (and context)

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Basic concept (module) identifies the administrative or political entity to whom
the data refers where the fish was caught, produced or landed.
It defines the assignment of nationality to catch and landings.
In the context of tuna RFMOs, it is a group of fishing vessels authorized to
operate in a tuna RFMO convention area / area of competence, and whose
fishing operations and catches of tuna and tuna-like species are responsibility of,
and accounted for, by a political entity or sub-entity recognized by the
corresponding tuna RFMO.
In the context of fisheries operations using flags. It assigns nationalities to catch
or landing.

The "Standard Country or Area Codes for Statistical Use" which is owned by the United Nations
Statistics Division (UNSD) and commonly referred to as the M49 standard.
The M49 is presented in the CWP handbook where it is mapped to ISO Alpha2 and ISO Alpha3 list
of countries and areas. (See Annex 6).
It is noted that the actual occurrences of the “Fishing fleet” concept do not necessarily refer or
correspond to a recognized country (e.g.: EUR - European Union, FRAT – French territories), nor
to a distinct member / contracting party / cooperating, non-contracting party of a t-RFMO (e.g.:
EU, ESP - EU (Spain), TWN – Chinese Taipei / Taiwan province of China – for some t-RFMOs)

FAO Major Fishing Areas for statistical purposes
Broad concept defines the geographic area which could be presented according
Countries EEZ, continental seas and inland waters
to one of the following standard classifications.

FAO MAJOR FISHING
AREAS FOR STATISTICAL
PURPOSES

They are arbitrary areas and historically determined coinciding
to the greatest extent possible to the areas of competence of other fishery
commissions when existing.

The “FAO Major Fishing Areas for statistical purposes” is a hierarchical classification. It comprises
27 major fishing areas and breakdown. Each Major area is divided into subarea, division and
subdivision. http://www.fao.org/3/bt979e/bt979e.pdf

CWP AREAL GRID
SYSTEM

It is an areal breakdown that is essentially used for the context of Tuna fisheries
(e.g. for gridded catches in the FIRMS Tuna Atlas)

Various maps, resolutions and square identifiers are provided here: http://www.fao.org/cwpon-fishery-statistics/handbook/general-concepts/major-fishing-areas-general/en/

COUNTRY EEZ

It presents the Exclusive Economic Zone of countries as maritime boundaries for
many countries. They are important for many applications such as delimitation of
area if the sea in which sovereign state has special rights regarding the use of
marine resources.

The Exclusive Economic Zone of countries as maritime boundaries is the relational classification
list of geographic names, coupled with information and maps of the geographic location of these
features. It is considered the standard reference for Maritime Boundaries representing the
Exclusive Economic Zone of the world. https://www.marineregions.org/eez.php
The codes correspond to the acronyms of the Regional Fisheries Bodies (RFBs). The boundaries
of their area of competence are presented here:
http://www.fao.org/figis/geoserver/factsheets/rfbs.html

RFB COMPETENCE AREA It corresponds to the Regional Fisheries Bodies (RFBs).

TIME*
YEAR
TIME START/END
QUARTER

CONFIDENTIALITY

It defines the time unit normally used in statistics.
The calendar (or Civil) year i.e., the period between 1 January and 31 December. The ISO 8601 format using the Gregorian calendar.
It defines the period in which fishing activity was performed, between time start
ISO 8601 format using the Gregorian calendar and 24-hour time keeping system.
and end.
The ISO 8601-2:2019 defines a set of standardised extensions to the ISO 8601 date and time
Quarter of calendar year (Time is referred to Q1 – Q4).
formats. Extended Date/Time Format (EDTF) provides sub-year groupings (Quarter1 – Quarter
4). https://www.loc.gov/standards/datetime/
The classification system and code list used corresponds to the SDMX Cross-Domain code list for
Confidentiality Status (CONF_STATUS). The codes and their descriptions (and annotations) are
Information about the sensitivity and confidentiality status of the data.
available in Annex 11. (Outcomes of the TG-workflow)

(*) designates broad and comprehensive concepts (modules) with possible way of implementation
16 by similar concepts depending on the context.
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CONCEPT

DEFINITION (and context)

AQUATIC SPECIES

It corresponds to any taxon that lives in water for most or all of its lifetime.

CATCH TYPE

It defines the catch types (gross catch, retained catch, landings, discards).

FISHING PRACTICE*

It is a broad concept that comprises the fishing gear and the fishing mode.

FISHING GEAR

FISHING MODE
FISHING EFFORT
UNIT
FLEET SEGMENT*

FISHING VESSEL
LENGTH CLASSES
UNIT
OBSERVATION
STATUS

It defines the tool and equipment used to capture marine/aquatic resources.

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
The “ASFIS List of Species for Fishery Statistics Purpose”
https://www.fao.org/cwp-on-fishery-statistics/handbook/generalconcepts/identifiers-for-aquatic-animals-and-plants/en/
CWP catch diagram - Outcomes of the TG-Effort

The “International Standard Statistical Classification of Fishing Gear” (ISSCFG) is
the reference standard. The ISSCFG presents codes of major categories and subcategories of gear. For this, CWP members or other producers of statistics often
use their list of additional codes according to their context. It is recommended
to have a mapping for their groupings with the ISSCFG categories.

A specific practice which modifies the operation of fishing gear such as the
deployment of purse seines on schools of fish associated with floating objects. No standard yet available. See Annex 8 which presents the code list used by
It is associated to the fishing gear to enhance the fishing effort definition.
WECAFC and tuna RFMOs.
It is commonly used in the context of tuna fisheries.
Standard measures of effort for each fishing gear (e.g. number of sets, number
CWP Effort concepts definitions (For Fishing effort measures)
of hours fished, …) - Outcomes of the TG-Effort
It is a comprehensive concept: The combination of a group of fishing vessels of
the same size and using the same gear for more than 50 percent of the time at
sea during a year. To accommodate both regional and international fisheries
organizations classifications, an organization can adopt a Fleet segment
classification and coding system.
The “International Standard Statistical Classification of Fishery Vessels by Vessel
It defines the type of vessel used.
Types” (ISSCFV-Vessel Type). http://www.fao.org/3/a-bt983e.pdf
The “International Standard Statistical Classification of Vessels by Length
It provides the “Length overall” classes for the vessel size.
Classes” (ISSCFV - Length Classes).
http://www.fao.org/3/a-bt985e.pdf
The Unified Code for Units of Measure (UCUM). Exclusively using tonnes for
It defines the unit of measure (e.g. tonnes or number of individuals).
catches: “t” (Metric tons), “no” (Number of fishes).
It provides information about the status and quality of an observation (i.e.
The FAO statistical standard for observation status flags (Annex 9) is based on
value or an unusual or missing value). It is commonly used for dissemination
the SDMX Code list for Observation Status (CL_OBS_STATUS).
purposes.
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2- Implementation at Semantic level
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CONCEPT
ADMINISTRATIVE/
POLITICAL ENTITY *
COUNTRY
FISHING FLEET
FLAG ENTITY
GEOGRAPHIC
/FISHING AREA *

FAO MAJOR FISHING
AREAS FOR
STATISTICAL
PURPOSES

CONCEPT ID
(Column name)

CODE LIST ID

COUNTRY
FISHING_FLEET
FLAG_ENTITY

M49_CODE

FISHING_AREA

CL_FAO_WATERAREA

AREA

CL_FAO_WATERAREA

TARGET VALUE

REPRESENTATION

ISO-alpha3 code and/or
ISO-alpha2 code and/or

Name in English or any other language can be added in
another column. the code list can be extended i.e. Annex 6

Code in the classification

It can be represented as one column where codes are
composed of the classification breakdown (e.g. 27_5_B_1_B
corresponds to Atlantic Northeast 27.5.b.1.b)

MAJOR_AREA
SUBAREA
DIVISION
SUBDIVISION

CL_FAO_WATERAREA

Code in the classification

In flat structure, each level is represented in one column
(e.g. MAJOR_AREA: 27; SUBAREA: 5). These levels can still
be combined/aggregated to be used in a normalized
database

CWP AREAL GRID
SYSTEM

SQUARE_ID

CL_SQUARE_ID

GRID_CODE

To be confirmed

COUNTRY EEZ

COUNTRY_EEZ

EEZ_MARINEREGIONS

MRGID (MARINE REGION ID
in the classification)

TO BE CONFIRMED:
Cl_MRGID as code list

RFB_AREA

RFB_AREA

Code in Annex 7

RFB COMPETENCE
AREA
TIME *

TIME

YYYY in ISO 8601

YEAR

YEAR

YYYY in ISO 8601

TIME START/END

TIME_START
TIME_END

YYYY-MM-DD in ISO 8601

QUARTER

Sub-grouping
year, Quarter in
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QUARTER

There is no specific code list but ISO 8601 is used for coding.
The year can be extended to YYYY-MM if needed
“PERIOD” is a similar concept that can be used to express
time interval. There are other ways to express the time
interval: Start and end or Start and duration
Time is referred to Quarter 1 – Quarter 4.

CWP

CONCEPT

CONCEPT ID
(Column name)

CODE LIST ID

AQUATIC SPECIES

SPECIES

CL_SPECIES

CATCH TYPE

CATCH_TYPE

CL_ CATCH_TYPE

TARGET VALUE
3A_CODE in ASFIS list

REPRESENTATION
Additional columns from the same
classification can be added in the same data
structure (e.g. Scientific_Name, Name_En)
TO BE CONFIRMED:
List of catch types: discards, nominal catches

FISHING PRACTICE*
FISHING GEAR

GEAR_TYPE

GEAR_A_CODE

Code corresponding to the
standard abbreviation of gear
category in ISSCFG (e.g. PS, LHP)

FISHING MODE
FISHING EFFORT
UNIT
FLEET SEGMENT*

FISHING_MODE

FISHING_MODE

Code in Annex 8

EFFORT_UNIT

EFFORT_DESCRIPTOR

FLEET_SEGMENT

FLEET_SEGMENT

FISHING VESSEL

FISHING_VESSEL

FISHING_VESSEL_TYPE

LENGTH CLASSES

L_O_A_CLASS

L_O_A_CLASS

UNIT

UNIT

CL_UNIT

OBS_STATUS

CL_OBS_STATUS

CONF_STATUS

CONF_STATUS

OBSERVATION
STATUS
CONFIDENTIALITY

TO BE CONFIRMED:
List of fishing effort units

Code of Vessel Type (standard
abbreviation)
Code of Length Overall Classes
It could be represented in the same column
of the data structure (tonnes and/or number)
Code in Annex 9
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CWP CATALOGUE
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The CWP catalogue will disseminate:
• CWP global data structures definitions
• CWP international standard classifications and their code lists.
• CWP members classifications and code lists
• Mappings of the Parties’ code lists.
It is based on CKAN, a free open source data management system for
powering catalogues and data portals.
CWP classifications and their metadata are hosted and maintained in the
FAO Master Data Management tool (EBX).
They are automatically pushed to populate CWP catalogue through APIs.
CWP

The metadata is published according to a standard model vocabulary based on DCAT
which is an RDF vocabulary designed to facilitate interoperability between data
catalogues.
The following are the metadata fields published through the CWP catalogue for each
item:
Field

Value

Author

Coordinating Working Party on Fishery Statistics (CWP) Secretariat

Author email

CWP-Secretariat@fao.org

Maintainer

CWP Secretary - Stefania Vannuccini. Senior Fisheries Officer

Maintainer email

CWP-Secretariat@fao.org

Version

2020.1.0

Custodian

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

First endorsed

1980

Last update/revision

2016

Owner

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
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CWP classifications

All CWP parties

Data structure and
codelist mappings
CWP

https://data.apps.fao.org/catalog/dataset/the-international-standard-statistical-classification-of-fishing-gear-isscfg
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https://data.review.fao.org/ckanx/dataset/cwp-asfis
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EBX Master Data Management tool to
host, maintain and push classifications
and associated code lists and metadata
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Requested actions
• Review the two implementation levels

 concepts and definitions to be included in the CWP handbook for fishery
statistics (e.g. fishing fleet, fishing practice, fishing mode) (CWP-IS/2021/3)
 Review coding (in a flat structure): Concept ID and Code list ID
• Review catalogue and get guidance for further development
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CONCEPT

DEFINITION (and context)

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

ADMINISTRA
TIVE/
POLITICAL
ENTITY *

Basic concept (module) identifies the
administrative or political entity to whom The "Standard Country or Area Codes for
the data refers where the fish was caught, Statistical Use" which is owned by the United
Nations Statistics Division (UNSD) and commonly
produced or landed.
referred to as the M49 standard.
It defines the assignment of nationality to
COUNTRY
The M49 is presented in the CWP handbook
catch and landings.
where it is mapped to ISO Alpha2 and ISO Alpha3
In the context of tuna RFMOs, it is a group list of countries and areas. (See Annex 6).
of fishing vessels authorized to operate in a
tuna RFMO convention area / area of It is noted that the actual occurrences of the
FISHING
competence, and whose fishing operations “Fishing fleet” concept do not necessarily refer or
and catches of tuna and tuna-like species correspond to a recognized country (e.g.: EUR FLEET
are responsibility of, and accounted for, by a European Union, FRAT – French territories), nor
political entity or sub-entity recognized by to a distinct member / contracting party /
the corresponding tuna RFMO.
cooperating, non-contracting party of a t-RFMO
In the context of fisheries operations using (e.g.: EU, ESP - EU (Spain), TWN – Chinese Taipei /
FLAG ENTITY flags. It assigns nationalities to catch or Taiwan province of China – for some t-RFMOs)
landing.
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CONCEPT

DEFINITION (and context)

Classification System Concept ID

A specific practice which modifies the operation of fishing No standard available.
gear such as the deployment of purse seines on schools of (See Annex 8-CWPfish associated with floating objects.
IS/2021/3) that presents
FISHING MODE
FISHING_MODE
It is associated to the fishing gear to enhance the fishing the code list used by
effort definition.
WECAFC
and
tuna
It is commonly used in the context of tuna fisheries.
RFMOs.

Code

Name

Description

N/A

n-a

Not applicable

ALL

All

All fishing modes reported together

FREE

Free

Fishing on free school, no FAD use

ASSO

Associated

Fishing on FAD associated school

DIVE

Diving

Fishing with one or more divers
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